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This invention relates to an adjustable alligator clamp 
for holding a work piece‘ in connection with gluing or 
other similar operation. This is a substitute of my ap 
plication Serial No. 290,995, allowed May 3, 1954, but 
abandoned by failure to pay the ?nal fee. 
The primary object of this invention is to provide 

a beam clamp which can readily be adjusted to a variety 
of clamping positions necessary in efficiently handling 
gluing operations or the like. 
The instant device is an improvement over Patent No. 

2,581,317 issued to the same inventor. The improve 
ment resides in providing means whereby the movable 
clamping jaw is restrained from rotary movement about 
its longitudinal axis when moving axially to a clamping 
position. 
A further improvement and object of the instant de 

vice is to provide means whereby the movable clamp 
ing jaw and the ?xed clamping can be moved bodily 
laterally relative to their supporting bases so as to be in 
alignment with variously positioned work pieces. 
A still further object and improvement of the instant 

device is to provide means whereby the elevation of the 
moving jaw can be varied to suit speci?cally desired 
working conditions. 

Other objects and structural details will be apparent 
from the accompanying description, claims and attached 
drawings wherein 

Figure l is a perspective view of the device in opera 
tive position; 

Figure 2 is a sectional view through plane II--II of 
Figure 1; ' 

Figure 3 is a section taken through plane III—III of 
Figure 2; 

Figure 4 is an exploded fragmentary view of the actu 
ating mechanism for the moving clamp. 

Referring to the drawings, the moving clamp assembly 
10 is adjustably secured to a base plate 11 by the nut 
and screw units 12 and 13 passing through perforations 
15 in a carrier plate 14 and through slots 16 in said base 
plate. Thus, the plate 14 can be shifted laterally rela 
tive to plate 11. Base plate 11 is attached to a bench 
or the like by means of nuts and bolts in a manner pro 
viding access to the operating units 12 and 13. Carrier 
plate 14 is adjustably secured to a sleeve plate 17 by the 
adjusting screws 18 and 19, which are threaded in plate 
14, and which pass through perforations 20 and 21 in 
plate 17. Nuts 22, 22a, 23 and 23a, are all threaded to 
the screws 19 and 18, as shown, for adjusting the posi 
tion of plate 17 relative to plate 14. Secured to the 
sleeve plate 17 by the fastening means 24 are the sleeves 
25 and 26. Sleeve 25 is internally threaded and receives 
the actuating stem 27 which is externally threaded and 
provided with the handle 28. The forward end of the 
stem has a head 29 connected to the stem by the reduced 
neck 30 which passes through the bifurcated yoke 31 
formed at the rear end of the clamping bar 32. Clamp 
ing bar 32 is cylindrical in form and is received in the 
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internal bore of the sleeve 26, and comprises the medial 
cylindrical portion 33 formed with the guide grooves 34, 
the forward jaw portion 35, and the aforementioned rear 
yoke member 31. Sleeve 26 comprises the internal bore, 
the enlarged rear bore 36 to facilitate making the con 
nection between the yoke 31 and the head 29, and the 
supporting legs 37 and 38 through which pass the fas 
tening means 24. Passing through the boss 39 formed 
on the sleeve 26 is the guide screw 27a which coacts with 
the grooves 34 to prevent rotation of the clamping jaw 
35 when moving forward. 
The ?xed jaw 40 is carried by the support 41 which 

is ?tted with the holes 42 variously located, whereby 
both vertical and horizontal positions of the ?xed jaw 
can be selected. 
An offset tongue portion 43 extends from the support 

41 and is provided with the ?at connecting plate 44 hav 
ing the slot 45 which is aligned with the slot 46 formed 
in the base plate 47. Plate 44 can be adjustably secured 
to the base plate 47 byvthe nut and screw assemblies 48 
and 49, base plate 47 is secured to a work bench in any 
conventional manner, leaving space for 43 and the actu 
ation of bolts 48 and 49.‘ 

In operation the ?xed jaw 40 is placed in one of the 
holes 42 and the moving jaw 35 is rotated to align with 
the selected position of 40. The selected adjustment is 
retained by means of the screw 27a in conjunction with 
one of the slots 34. By means of the screws 18 and 19 
the elevation of jaw 35 can be adjusted as desired. Both 
?xed and movable jaws can then be shifted laterally to 
align with the position of the work piece by means of th : 
adjustable connections to the base plates 11 and 47. By 
rotating stem 27, jaw 35 is moved axially to a clamping 
position relative to jaw 40. 

It is apparent that the above disclosed device is a 
su?icient departure and improvement over the preceding 
patent (2,581,317) and the prior art to warrant a patent 
grant. A greater degree of adjustability and ?exibility 
to meet varied working conditions has been achieved in 
the current device while adhering to the demands of 
simplicity of construction and low fabrication costs. 

It should be understood that changes in size, shape 
and material, all be within the inventive scope. 
Having thus set forth and disclosed the nature of 

this invention, what is claimed is: 
1. A clamping device comprising a ?xed jaw having a 

support provided with a plurality of holes in two trans 
verse planes, said jaw being connected to the support by 
a projection ?tting into the holes in a snug fashion, said 
support having a slotted connecting plate and a sepa 
rable slotted base plate, fastening means extending 
through said slots whereby the connecting plate and the 
base plate can be adjustably connected, in combination 
with a moving jaw having a cylindrical body with longi 
tudinal grooves slidingly received in a sleeve and having 
an adjustable guide screw projecting selectively into one 

‘ of said grooves, said sleeve being connected to a support 
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plate which is connected to a carrier plate by means of a 
plurality of adjusting screws threaded in the carrier plate 
and passing through perforations in the sleeve supporting 
plate, said screws carrying positioning nuts between the 
‘carrier plate and the support plate, whereby the spacing 
of the carrier plate can be adjusted relative to the sup 
port plate, the carrier plate being mounted on a slotted 
base plate by means of bolts passing through said slots 
and through perforations in the carrier plate whereby 
the two last said plates are transversely adjustable, the 
moving jaw being rotatable within the sleeve and having 
forwardly extending teeth whereby the teeth may be se 
lectively positioned to oppose the ?xed jaw in any of its 
planes, a second sleeve internally threaded, secured to 
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the ‘s‘ii'pp'o‘r't plate, "a’th'r‘ea‘dedstem extending through the 
'Sb’c‘dh'd sleeve, *8. ‘Handle 'fdr actuating “Said 's‘t'e'm, ‘said ‘stem 
being swiveled to said moving jaw, whereby rotation of 
the said handle causes only axial motion of the moving 
jaw. ‘ 

2. ‘A damping device ‘comprising a ‘?xed {jaw having 
a’s'uppiirt‘provid'e‘cl ‘with a‘p'lu'r'ality o‘fhol‘es ‘in two trans 
‘verse vpl‘anes,;s“a'id jaw being "connected to the support by 
a projection ?tting into the‘holes, a eonnpectingrplate 'on 
"said support, a ‘separable slotted base plate, fastening 
means ‘adjustably vconnecting the connecting plate and 
base plate, a'movingjjaw having a cylindrical body with 
longitudinal grooves ‘slidably received in a sleeve and 
having adjustable means projecting selectively into one 
of saidgrooves, said sleeve being ‘connected to a support 
plate connected ‘to fa ‘carrier 'plate _by means of adjusting 
screws 'in the carrier plate,v positioning means on the 
screws between the ‘carrier plate and the support plate 
whereby the carrier plate can be adjustably spaced with 
‘respect to the support plate, 'a slotted base 'plate carrying 20 
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the carrier plate and adjustable with respect thereto, 
“said "moving ‘jaw being ‘rotatable "within ‘the ‘sleeve ‘and 
having forwardly extending teeth whereby the teeth may 
be selectively positioned to oppose the ?xed jaw in any 
of its planes, 2. second internally threaded sleeve secured 
to the support plate, a‘threaded stern extending through 
the sleeve, handle means ‘for ‘actuating said stern, said 
stem ibeing ‘swiveled ‘to ith‘e ‘moving jaw whereby “z-rotation 
of the handle -‘cause‘sifo‘nly;-axial f'movement of the mov 
ing jaw. 
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